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are three categories of tikunim, says the
There
Leshem, and every person has some portion of
each on their cosmic to-do list 1.

1) The first category are tikunim that only
happen when we do the right thing. We
keep taking the test until we get it right.
This is what we generally think of as a tikun.
2) The second category is more mysterious.
These tikunim only happen when we do the
wrong thing, suffer the consequences for it,
and (eventually) find our way back to the
light.
3) The third category can happen either
through (1) or (2) and it all depends upon
our choices. The more we strive for
integrity, the wiser our decisions will be,
and the more our tikunim will happen like
category (1). Conversely, the more reckless
our choices the more time we’ll spend in
category (2).
The proportions of each vary from person to
person. Some folks have nearly all of their sparks
in category (1) while others find the bulk of theirs
in (2) or (3). This distribution of tikunim reflects the
mysterious design of our lives. 2 There are
definitely souls who can’t seem to get their life on
track, yet it could very well be that they inherited
a to-do list with the bulk of their sparks in category
(2). Unbeknownst to us, they might be doing the
best imaginable given the difficult design of their
lives. 3
Focusing for the moment on category (2) it is
curious that HaShem designed a world where sin is
inevitable. To be sure, sins vary in quantity and
quality. Some lives are full of them while others

have only a few. Some commit heinous crimes
while others indulge a wayward thought on
occasion. 4 The fact remains, however, that no one
lives a sin-free life. King Shlomo laments:
“There’s no saintly person on earth who only does good and
never sins.” [Eccl 7:20]

Anything that exists in the universe with no
exceptions must be here by HaShem’s design. And
in that case, it must serve some productive
purpose for, otherwise, why would the Almighty
insist upon it. King Shlomo asserts (and all agree)
that every human being disobeys their Creator (at
least at some point and perhaps only rarely). What
positive purpose could that possibly serve?
It seems, says R. Tsadok, that there is
something about the humbling consequences of
sin—the shame it brings and the choices we make
to relieve our angst—that breaks us in a way that
also deepens us (if we accept our guilt and seek to
repent). He brings Aaron as a prototype.
Aaron’s shameful sin—that he participated in
the Golden Calf—should have disqualified him
from the priesthood. After all, the halacha is that
a kohen who worships an idol can never again
function as a Temple priest. 5 Even if he repents and
his teshuva is perfect, he cannot resume his
position.
Now we know of course (from the Midrash)
that Aaron’s participation in the Calf was a carefully
calculated strategy of resistance—the lessor of
evils aimed toward damage control. The masses
panicked when Moshe delayed, certain that he had
died on the mount. Alone in the desert without
their protector the erev rav 6 agitated the masses
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-2and pressed Aaron to fashion an idol that would
draw the Shekhina into their midst as Moshe had
done. 7 Aaron knew that if he refused they would
kill him, and that would be an unpardonable sin.
To protect them from themselves, Aaron
reluctantly agreed, placing obstacles in the path,
biding time, knowing that Moshe would eventually
appear. 8 Aaron produced the idol and called for its
“celebration” the following morning (a further
strategical delay). Eventually Moshe arrives,
smashes the idol, purges the instigators, secures
God’s pardon, and the nation carries on.
This narrative promoting Aaron’s innocence
derives from the Midrash. The Torah itself omits
these extenuating details and leaves Aaron
exposed to reproach. It does not vouch for his
innocence. This is how our Tradition conveys
complex truths—it presents contradictory
viewpoints and expects us to stretch as necessary
to hold them both. There are words in the Torah
that are spelled one way, but pronounced another,
and both renditions are true—the ktav or written
form, and the kri its spoken form. The former is
more hidden; the latter is publicly proclaimed.
People who are illiterate or do not have the text in
front of them, would never know that the spoken
word is only half the truth. Together they (the
spoken and written) convey the fuzzy nature of
that idea.
Similarly does this play out with scripture and
commentary. The Biblical text is sung aloud in
synagogue and studied at home around the
world—it functions as the kri or more public
component of the Torah narrative. Its
commentaries (stored in libraries) are more
hidden, and thus parallel the ktav. A person must
seek them out, which some do while others don’t.
Regarding the Golden Calf, the public, spoken
truth is Aaron’s guilt. That is all that’s presented in
the Biblical account (and it’s all that most folks ever
see). The hidden truth (buried in the Midrashic
writings) proclaims Aaron’s innocence.
When Moshe appointed Aaron to serve as the
High Priest, Aaron felt ashamed and unworthy. [Lev.
9:7, Rashi there 9] The midrash reports that Moshe
consoled him with the words: “Why are you

ashamed…you were chosen for this job.” That is
the pshat, but R. Tsadok reads Moshe’s consolation
with a different emphasis: “The fact that you are
ashamed, Aaron…that precisely is the trait that
caused you to be chosen for this job…that is what
qualifies you for this task.” The position of High
Priest requires the utmost humility, an attribute
that, paradoxically, associates with one who has
failed miserably, endured public shame, whose
persona has shattered and heart is pained. 10
Aaron dances back and forth between these
two self-conceptions. On one hand he feels
remorse for his active participation in this grave
sin. He feels unworthy of serving as the nation’s
exalted intercessor—the High Priest, who keeps
the channels of love, grace and bounty flowing
between HaShem and the Jewish people (in both
directions). Yet on the other hand, he’s been
chosen for that role because of the ego-death he
endured. Only someone humbled in this profound
way can enter the Holy of Holies.
HaShem says to hubris: You and I cannot share the same
space. [TB Sota 5a]

But there is a catch, which is that not everyone
becomes nobly humbled by their shame. Some get
overcome by self-hate and seek relief by choosing
a scapegoat and dumping their shame on
him/her/it. That is the formula for causeless hatred
on all scales—from personal to national.
This is the work of our High Holy Days for,
now, without a Temple, we connect to HaShem
through our inner Kohen Gadol 11 who, like Aaron,
must be humble. Our job is to admit our failings
and process its shame through teshuva. Our ego
prefers to escape this admission-of-failure by
blaming its faults on someone else (which Aaron
also started to do)12. But if we choose that path it
will backfire, bigtime, and produce a situation
where shame ends up ruling our life. The project
of suppressing truth is a losing (and consuming)
battle, for truth will just keep poking through until
it finally prevails.
Paradoxically, the only way to escape shame is
to first accept the blame (vidui), turn its chagrin
into remorse (charata), and then let the discomfort
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avoid a repeat of this misdeed in the future
(kabbalat ha’atid). This is called teshuva—and its set
of tasks, when performed with a whole heart,
actually release the soul from its shame by righting
the wrong and/or securing forgiveness. 13
Paradoxically, it’s only when we admit our
guilt that HaShem responds by proffering our
defense—the hidden “midrash” of our life that
mitigates our culpability. HaShem can only be
lenient when His reprieve won’t be interpreted as
a lack of deterrence.
: ְי ַרחֲ מֶ נּוּ ֹע ֵֹשהוּ וְ י ְֹצרוֹ ל ֹא יְחֻ נֶּנּוּ-כֵּ ן ל ֹא-בִּ ינוֹת הוּא עַ ל-כִּ י ל ֹא עַ ם
…This is a people of no binot; therefore He who
made them will not have mercy on them, and He
who formed them will show them no clemency.
[Isaiah 27:11].

What does it mean that they lack binot? “They
won’t seize the pardon as an opportunity to
change tracks and return in teshuva.” 14 They will
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squander their second chance, and just become
more hardened by it.
Only when we’ve accepted our blame, and
been humbled by it, can our inner Kohen Gadol
secure the pardon that is its prayer, and its
mission. When teshuva is sincere and egosoftening, mercy is always forthcoming. That is the
gift of teshuva and the mission of these High Holy
times.
HaShem please help us to face the bare truth
of our lives, undistorted by narcissistic needs and
ego defenses that we should, with compassion,
recognize our strengths and our failings. And in
this Elul/Tishrei time, with teshuva in the air, may
we use this inventory to create a vision for the
coming year that really does express the best that
we can become, and instigates a potent (and
humbling) teshuva that removes all obstacles to it.
Blessings for a good, sweet, joyful, healthy,
prosperous and life-celebrating new year.
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